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removing the human from the driving control loop
is the largest change in design constraints 
since the invention of the automobile
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autonomous vehicle design from 

first principles.
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autonomous vehicle design from 
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i could use your help!

there's an enormous combination of potential constraints. 

our job is to find those most likely, and think about how to
minimize fuel consumption in those contexts.
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zero injury
ride like a lazy boy
get me there fastest
cheaper than just driving my dually

new design flexibility:

single passenger
low frontal area
ultra light weight
low power



Yamaha and SRI "Motobot"



can we make a two-wheel dynamically balanced autonomous pod?



can we make a two-wheel dynamically balanced autonomous pod?

CD = 0.1
A   = 1.5 m2

Crr = 0.015
m   = 500 lbs

< 100 Wh/mi
@

100 mph
(= 334 mpgge)



DARPA GXV-T program

ultra light and nimble vehicles
to dodge missles.



can we engineer the Toyota i-Road to dodge human-driven SUVs?



get in touch!                                 jason.rugolo@doe.gov
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